Thus any (standard) regenerative event can be represented by a Markov process on a continuous state space. It follows, for example, that the fact that poo(t) is almost everywhere differentiate is a consequence of the regenerative property of the state 0, but the deeper result that poo(t) is everywhere differentiate requires also the discrete nature of the state space.
undecided. I here outline the method of embedding by quotient network and illustrate it by one example from each of the solved cases. Full exposition will be published elsewhere.
An arc graph g is to consist of a finite set of elements named arcs and a finite set of elements named nodes, together with a mapping called stem from arcs onto nodes and an involutory permutation of arcs called reverse, the reverse of an arc a being denoted by *a. An arc is to have as tip the stem of its reverse; a node is to have as hub the set of arcs which stem from it and as border the set of tips of these hub arcs.
Recently Edmonds [2] has shown that any polygonal embedding of a connected graph in a closed oriented polyhedral surface is combinatorially characterized by assigning at each node a cyclic order on the arcs stemming therefrom. Hence for an arc graph g such an embedding may be regarded as a permutation of arcs, here also called rotation, which has the hub sets of g as cycle sets, that is, as minimal nonnull fixed sets.
To any rotation p on g associate another permutation p* of arcs, called circulation, defined by p*(a) = £(*a), and call the cycle sets of p* the circuits or faces of p. The dual graph g* of g by p has the same arcs and reverse as g but its node-hubs are the circuits of p. Thus p* is a rotation on g* and p** = p the associate circulation.
Let 7 be a finite group on n elements x and A a subset of m elements ô called currents which generates y and is symmetric with respect to inverse. The Cayley graph (cf.
[l]) g of 7 by A has as nodes the n elements x of 7, and the nm pairs (#, S) as arcs. The arc a = (x, S) has x as stem and the arc *#= (xô, 5"" 1 ) as reverse, so has tip xô; we shall moreover say that it carries the current da = 8 and has the arc coa = (o)X, 8) as co translate.
A rotation p on g, being cyclic on the hub (x y A) of arcs stemming from each node x, may equally well be represented by the cyclic permutation ir x of currents A defined by ir x (8)-dp( A translation oe in the center of 7 will be called invariant for p if poo-up, that is, if T^ -TX or p oix oo= z oop x for all x. Let £2 be the group of all such co, T the quotient group of 7 mod fl, and N the index of Q in 7. The quotient graph ® of g mod 0 is the Schreier graph (cf.
[l ]) of T by A having as nodes the N cosets X of T and the Nm pairs (X y ô) as arcs.
The rotation pong induces a rotation Pon® such that UX = T X for all x in X. Moreover, p on g can be recovered from Pon® or, often more conveniently, from P* on ®* as described below for the The complete n node may be realized as the Cayley graph on the additive group of integers mod n with all m = n -1 nonzero elements as currents. The accompanying Figures 1,2,3 illustrate oriented triangular embedding of such graphs in a surface of genus (n -3)(n -4)/12 for the values n = 43, 28, 27 exemplifying cases w = 7, 4, 3 mod 12 of index i\T=l, 2, 3 respectively. Each figure is composed of two diagrams: one showing currents, the other showing rotation and circulation. Since currents on reverse arcs must balance, the current diagram need only exhibit one of a pair of reverse arcs; note that for even n the arc carrying the self-inverse current n/2 must be self-reverse. The rotation which cyclicly permutes the / = 3
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